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Voltage (V): 230 Volt

IP degree if the fixture includes 

two types of IP degree: IP44

Class (Class I, Class II,  Class III): 

Class 2 (Double isolated)

Lampholder type (eg, E27/E14, 

etc): LED Module

Switch placement: On the fixture

Primary material: Plastic

Secondary material: Plastic

Color: White

Height (cm): 10.6

Width (cm): 5.7

Lenght (cm): 26.9

Projection (cm): 10.5

EAN: 5704924002557

TUN: 2113329

Item Number: 2015301001

Pcs Per Master Carton: 3

Sales Box Height (cm): 6

Sales Box Width(cm): 11

Sales Box Depth (cm): 27.6

Sales Box Volume m³ : 0.0018

Net weight of the luminiare (kg): 

0.28

Useful Lumen (lm): 600

Color Temperature  (K): 3000

Ra-value : 90

Lifetime (h): 25000

Spread Angle (°)  (beam angle of 

luminaire): 0

Candela (cd)     (for directional 

lamp only): 0

Energy Class: F

• 2-Step MOODMAKER touch full+night light memory  • Night light 60lm   

• Touch switch  • 2-Step MOODMAKER touch full+night light memory 

Helva Night is a modern and minimalistic wall lamp with integrated LED and 2-step Moodmaker SceneSelect functionality, that 

comes in form of a touch switch on the lamp itself. The first touch will provide full power of 600lm, whereas, the second touch will 

activate the night light. The below light is given more lumen output when it is on the full power compared to when it is switched 

on the night light. Helva Night also comes with a high degree of protection, IP44, that makes wall lamp suitable for humid areas 

such as the bathroom. 

 

Helva Night is equipped with a memory and reset function that allows you to return to the last memorised setting when using the 

wall switch to control the light. When turned on the wall lamp provides a natural light, RA90, that corresponds to the trend of LED 

light being safer and better for the well-being. 


